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1. Introduction 
There are several characterizations of compact AE(O)-spaces in terms of set-val- 
ued maps (see, for example, [6,9,121). On the other hand we know only one such 
result for noncompact spaces [17]. Below in Section 2 we introduce a class of 
set-valued maps and show that a completely regular space X is an AE(0) if and 
only if every map F: Y-X from this class, where dim Y = 0, has a continuous 
selection. As a consequence of the above characterization of AE(O)-spaces we get 
the following result, which is new even in the compact case: A space X is an AE(0) 
if and only if for every countable functionally open cover Z of X there is a 
countable functionally open cover Zr of X refining % such that for any O-dimen- 
sional space Y, any C-embedded subset A of Y and any two maps f : Y-+X and 
g: A + X, where g is Vclose to f 1 A, there exists a continuous extension g : Y + X 
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of g such that g is g-close to f. In Section 3 we extend the corresponding result 
of Dranishnikov [6] characterizing AE(l)-spaces as continuum-valued upper semi- 
continuous retracts of infinite powers of the real line. Using this result we give an 
external characterization of tech-complete AE(l)-spaces. An internal characteri- 
zation of Tech-complete AE(l)-spaces is also given. Let us note that the proofs in 
Section 3 are quite different from the proofs of the corresponding results in the 
compact case. 
All spaces considered are completely regular and Hausdorff and all single-val- 
ued maps between topological spaces continuous. Below N, Z and R denote 
respectively the natural number series, the closed unit interval and the real line in 
their natural topologies. T always denotes an infinite cardinal. We say that the 
R-weight of a space X does not exceed a cardinal r (and write R-w(X) G T) if X 
can be embedded in R’ as a C-embedded subspace. Evidently, the class of spaces 
with a countable R-weight coincides with the class of Polish (i.e., completely 
metrizable and separable) spaces. For a map f : X + Y let C(f) : C(Y) + C(X) be 
the operator induced by f, where C(X) is the set of all real-valued (continuous) 
maps on X. If XC Y, then C(Y) I X is the set of all elements of C(X) extendable 
to the whole of Y. Clearly, the equality C(X) = C(Y) 1 X characterizes the 
C-embedded subspaces. Below, dim stands for the dimension defined by finite 
functionally open covers. 
A space X is called (see [2,3]) an absolute extensor in dimension n (n = 0, 1,. . . ) 
(briefly, AE(n)-space) if for any space Z of dimension dim Z G II and any subspace 
Z, of 2 each map f : Z, -+X such that C(f>(C(X)) c C(Z) 1 Z, can be extended 
onto Z. 
It is known that each AE(O)-space is realcompact [3]. Below we need the 
definition of n-soft maps only between realcompact spaces [3, Proposition 1.81: A 
surjection f : X + Y between realcompact spaces is said to be n-soft (n = 0, 1,. . . ) 
if for any realcompact space Z of dimension dim Z G IZ, any closed subspace Z, of 
Z,andanytwomapsg:Z,+Xandh:Z + Y such that C(gXC(X>> c C(Z) I Z,, 
thereexistsamap k:Z+Xsuchthat f.k=h and klZ,=g. 
All set-valued maps F : X + Y are closed-valued. If B is a subset of Y then 
F-‘(B) stands for the set {x EX: F(x) n B # @) and F#(B) = 1.x EX: F(x) cB). 
Recall that a set-valued map F : X + Y is lower (respectively, upper) semi-continu- 
ous (briefly, 1s.~. respectively, u.s.c.) if for each open subset U of Y the set F-‘(U) 
(respectively, F#(U>> is open in X. By a usco map we mean a U.S.C. compact-val- 
ued map. If Y is a subset of X then F is called a retraction provided F(x) = Ix} 
for every x E Y. 
All the undefined notions concerning inverse spectra can be found in [3,13,14]. 
2. Maps having the selection-factorization property and AE(O)-spaces 
Nedev [ll] gave a unified method for proving selection and factorization 
theorems for set-valued maps. The key role in Nedev’s paper is played by the 
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notion of a set-valued map having the selection-factorization property. We con- 
sider maps with a similar property. 
A set-valued map F : X + Y has the weak selection-factorization property (briefly, 
F is w.s.f.p.) if for any functionally closed subset H of X and any countable family 
%! consisting of functionally open subsets of Y such that F-‘(Y) = (F-‘(U): 
U E 2%!} covers H, there is a locally finite functionally open (in H) cover of H 
refining F-l(%). 
The following fact was actually proved in [ll]: Let F : X + Y be a I.s.c. map. 
Then F is w.s.f.p. if X is paracompact or X is normal and F is compact-valued. 
Lemma 2.1. If any w.s.f.p. map F: Y + X, where dim Y = 0, has a selection, then X 
is an AE(O)-space. 
Proof. Consider X as a C-embedded subset of R’ for some r. There exists a 
functionally closed O-invertible map f from N’ onto R’ (see [3, Proposition 1.141). 
The definition of a O-invertible map is omitted here, but we will note below how 
the 0-invertibility of f is used. Define a set-valued map G : N’ +X by 
Let H be a functionally closed subset of N’ and 2?/ be a countable family 
consisting of functionally open subsets of X such that G-‘(g) covers H. Since 
f(H) is a functionally closed subset of R’, the set X -f(H) is functionally open in 
X. Hence, Z/* = 2/i/u (X-f(H)} is a countable functionally open cover of X. Take 
a countable functionally open cover 2! * * of R' such that %L/*=%L/** IX. This is 
possible because X is C-embedded in R’. Obviously, f ~ ‘(‘2Y * * 1 I H is a countable 
functionally open cover of H, refining G-‘(%!/). Choose a locally finite functionally 
open cover of H, refining f ~ ‘(Z! * * > I H. Thus, G is w.s.f.p. By our assumption, G 
has a selection, say g. Consequently, g I f-‘(X) = f I f-‘(X). Consider a space Z 
of dimension dim Z = 0, a subset Z, of Z and a map p : Z, +X such that 
C(p>(C(X>) c C(Z) I Z,. Clearly, C(pXC(R’)) c C(Z) I Z,,. Since R’ is an AE(O)- 
space, there is a map 4 : Z + R’ such that 4 I Z, =p. By the 0-invertibility of f, 
there exists a map h : Z + N’ with f. h = q. It remains to note that g. h I Z, = p. 
Thus, X is an AE(OI-space. q 
Proposition 2.2. The following conditions are equivalent for a space X: 
(9 X is a Polish space; 
(ii) any w.s.f.p. map F: Y + X, where dim Y = 0, has a selection. 
Proof. (i) -+ (ii). Let F : Y + X be a w.s.f.p. map and dim Y = 0. We use the same 
arguments as in the proof of [ll, Lemma 3.11 (see also [5]). First we show there 
exist: 
(a) a sequence {V, = IV,“: (Y EA,]: n E Nj of open locally finite coverings of X; 
(b) a sequence (%‘n = (UE: CY E A,}: n E N} of disjoint open coverings of Y; 
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(c) a sequence {To: n E N} of mappings z-~ : A,+1 + A,, such that: 
(1) UI cF-~(T/,“) for every n E N and LY E A,, 
(2) lJ,n = lJ{up”+i: p E n-;‘(a)} for every n and (Y =A,, 
(3) I/, = u{V;+‘: p E r;‘(a)] for every n and (Y E A,, 
(4) diam(l/,“) < 2-” for every 12 and (Y EA,, 
(5) card(A,) < o for every n. 
Fix a sequence {W, = {W0’7 p E B,]: n E Nj of countable locally finite open 
covers of X, such that diam(Wp”) < 27 for every n and p E B,. We can choose a 
locally finite functionally open cover {Gk: p E B,] of Y which is an index-refine- 
ment of F-‘(SVl). Since dim Y = 0, there is a disjoint open cover (Up’: p E B,} of Y 
such that I!$ c Gi for each p E B, [8]. Now put A, = B, and V,’ = IVd for every 
(Y E A,. Let a E A,. Consider the family ya = (Vd n WP*: p E B,}. Obviously, Ui c 
F-‘(y,). Since UJ is functionally closed in Y and F is w.s.f.p., there exists a locally 
finite functionally open cover {G&: p E BJ of U,’ which is an index-refinement of 
F-‘(y,). Take a disjoint open cover {U&: p E BJ of U,’ such that U$ c G$ for 
every p E B,. This is possible because dim U,’ = 0. Put A, = A, X B,, I/&) = Val 
f~ WP2 and UC&, = U,$. Define ri: A, + A, to be the natural projection. The next 
steps are obvious. 
Now for every it and LY E A, choose a point xz E I(:. Define maps g, : Y + X, 
n E N, by g,(y) = xg if y E Cl:. Clearly, g, are continuous, and for every n and 
y E Y there is (Y E A,, such that g,(y), g,+,(y) E Van. This allows us to define a 
continuous map g : Y + X by g(y) = lim g,(y). Let us note that g is a selection 
for F. 
(ii) + (i). By Lemma 2.1, X is an AE(O)-space. It should be observed that each 
closed subspace of any space satisfying condition (ii) also satisfies this condition. 
Consequently, each closed subspace of X is an AE(O)-space. The last implies X is 
a Polish space. Indeed, suppose the contrary. Then X is not metrizable [41. By [4, 
Theorem 31, X contains a copy of the Cantor cube D”1. Hence, each closed 
subspace of D”‘, being an AE(O)-space, satisfies the countable chain condition [3, 
Theorem 41. Contradiction. Thus, X is a Polish space. 0 
A closed-valued map F : X + Y is said to have a countable singularity if the 
collection of all images of F, containing at least two points, is countable and 
consists of functionally closed subsets of Y. 
Theorem 2.3. The following conditions are equivalent for any space X: 
(i) X is an AE(O)-space; 
(ii) any w.s.f.p. map F : Y --j X with a countable singularity, where dim Y = 0, 
has a selection. 
Proof. (i) + (ii). Let F : Y + X be a w.s.f.p. map with a countable singularity and 
dim Y = 0. By Proposition 2.2, we can assume that X is not a Polish space. Then, 
by [3], X is represented as a limit space of a factorizing sigma-spectrum 9= 
(X,, pf, A) consisting of Polish spaces and O-soft limit projections p,. Let {F,: 
n EN} be the countable collection of nontrivial images of F. Since 9 is a 
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factorizing sigma-spectrum and each F, is functionally closed in X, there is an 
index LY EA and a collection (2,: n EN} of closed subsets of X, such that 
F, =p;‘(Z,) for each n. Consider the w.s.f.p. map E;, : Y + X, defined by F,(y) = 
p,(F( y)), y E Y. By Proposition 2.2, the map F, has a selection g : Y + X,. Put 
Y,={y~Y:card(F(y))=l)anddefineamapf:Y,+X byf(y)=F(y)foreach 
y E Y,. Clearly, f is continuous and p, .f= g I Y,. 
Claim. C(f)(C(X)) C C(Y) I YO. 
Proof. Let cp E C(X). Define a set-valued map G: Y+ R, G(y) = cl(cp(F(y))), 
y E Y. Obviously, G is w.s.f.p. Consequently, by Proposition 2.2, G has a selection 
t+k. It is easy to see that 1+5 extends cp .f and hence C(f)(C(X)) c C(Y) I Y,. The 
claim is proved. 
Now, the O-softness of p, implies the existence of a map h : Y-+X such that 
h 1 Y0 =f and p, . h = g. One can easily verify that h is the desired selection for F. 
(ii) + (i). This implication is actually proved in Lemma 2.1. 0 
Let 9 be a cover of a space X and f and g be two maps from a space Y to X. 
We say that f and g are Z-close if for every y E Y there is U E Z! such that f(y), 
g(Y>E u. 
Corollary 2.4. A space X is an AE(0) if and only if for every countable functionally 
open cover %! of X there is a countable functionally open and locally finite cover 7 
of X refining ST/ such that for any O-dimensional space Y, any subset A of Y and any 
two maps f:Y+Xand g: A-+Xwith C(g>(C(X)>cC(Y)I A and g is Wclose to 
f 1 A, there exists a continuous extension g : Y + X of g such that g is z-close to f. 
Proof. Let X E AE(0) and Z! be a countable functionally open cover of X. Choose 
countable functionally open and locally finite covers Zr= {y: i = 1, 2,. . . ) and @’ of 
X such that %r/- is a closure-refinement of _Q?’ and M is a closure-refinement of Z. 
Suppose Y is a O-dimensional space, A c Y and f : Y + X, g : A -+ X are two maps 
such that g is %close to f I A and C(g)(C(X)) c C(Y) I A. Since X E AE(O), 
there is a continuous extension g ,:Y+X of g. Put W= U(KXI/;:~EN}. Then 
W is open in X2 and the set P = cl,~(W) is functionally closed in X2 because X2 
is k-metrizable as an AE(O)-space [18]. Hence, the set B = (f A gl)-‘(PI is also 
functionally closed in Y and A c B, where f A g, : Y + X2 is the diagonal product 
of f and g,. Let g, = g, I B. Define a set-valued map F : Y + X by 
g*(Y), YEB; 
clx+t,( f( y))), Y @B. 
Here st,(f(y)) is the star of f(y) with respect to &‘. Since & is locally finite, for 
every y P B the set F(y) is a finite union of closures cl,(V), VE&. Thus, the 
family {F(y): y P B} is countable and consists of functionally closed subsets of X. 
So, F has a countable singularity. We prove that F is w.s.f.p. Let H be a 
functionally closed subset of Y and ?V* = (U,: i E N} be a countable family of 
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functionally open subsets of X such that {F-‘(q): i EN} covers H. Obviously, 
F_‘(Q) = g;l(Q) u (f-‘(St,(Q) -B), i EN. Since each Ui is functionally open 
and ti consists of functionally open subsets of X, St,(Y) is also functionally open. 
Thus, f-‘(St,(Q)) -B is a functionally open subset of Y. Let wi = g;‘(q), i EN. 
It is easily seen that for every y E B there is FE 9’” with f(y), g,(y) E cl,(K). 
This implies that g, is &‘-close to f I B and g;‘(Q) cf-‘(St&(q)). Then (T = 
{f- ‘(st,(Q) - B, J4$ n f- ‘(st,(U,)), i EN) is a countable family of functionally 
open subsets of Y such that u refines F-‘(2Y*) and (T covers H. Choose a locally 
finite functionally open cover of H refining u. Hence F is w.s.f.p. Now, by 
Theorem 2.3, there is a continuous selection g for F. Clearly, g is an extension of 
g and g is z-close to f. 
To prove the sufficiency consider X as a C-embedded subset of R’ for some 7. 
Take a O-invertible map k from N’ onto R’ [3]. Using the 0-invertibility of k one 
can see that it is enough to show the map k, = k I k-‘(X) has a continuous 
extension x : N’ +X (see the proof of Lemma 2.1). Let ?V = {X). By our assump- 
tion, there is a countable functionally open cover 7 of X such that for any 
O-dimensional space Y, any subset A of Y and any two maps f : Y + X and 
g : A +X with C(g)(C(X)) c C(Y) I A and g is Vclose to f 1 A, there exists a 
continuous extension g : Y +X of g so that g is %-close to f. Let V* be a 
countable functionally open cover of R’ such that 7 *I X = 7. Since dim N’ = 0 
and k- ‘(cV*) is a countable functionally open cover of N’, there is a countable 
open, locally finite and disjoint cover {y: i EN} of N’ refining k-‘(Y*). Put 
Z = k-‘(X) and for every i choose a point x(i) E k(l/i fl Z) (if y n Z = 0, then 
x(i) is an arbitrary point in X). Define a continuous map f : N’ + X by f(y) =x(i) 
provided y E y. Clearly, k, and f I Z are ?&lose. We have C(k,)(C(X)) c 
C(N’) I Z because X is C-embedded in R’. Therefore, there exists a continuous 
extension k : N’ + X of k 1. 0 
3. Upper semi-continuous maps and AE(l)-spaces 
Lemma 3.1. Let Y= (K, gi”, N} be an inverse sequence and ri : X + Y be a usco 
map, i EN. Suppose qi+‘. ri+l = ri for each i E N. Then there is a usco map r : X 
+ lim 3 such that qi . r = ri for every i. <- 
Proof. For any point x EX consider the inverse sequence y(x) = {r,(x), ti+‘, NJ, 
where t,!+’ = qf+’ I ri+l(x). Define a compact-valued map r : X+ lim9 by r(x) 
= lim y(x), x E X. Clearly, qi . r = ri for each i. An easy verificatio=f the upper 
semi-continuity of r is left to the reader. q 
A u.s.c. map r : X - Y is said to be strongly U.S.C. if for any functionally open 
subset U of Y there is a functionally open subset W(U) of X such that r#(U) C 
W(U) cr#(cl,(U)) n G,(r#(U)). Here G,(r#(U)) is the G,-closure of r#(U) in 
X, i.e., the set {x EX: every G,-subset of X containing x intersects r++(U)}. 
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Remark 3.2. If r : X + Y is a strongly U.S.C. retraction then W(U) c r-‘(U) for 
every functionally open subset U of Y (in particular U c W(U)). 
Proof. Let n E MU). Suppose r(x) c Y - U. Then x E r#(Y - U) f’ G,(r#(U)). 
But r#(Y - U) is a G&-set in X because Y - U is functionally closed in Y. Hence, 
r#(Y - U) n r#(U> # @, which is impossible. Thus, r(x) n U f 8. So, W(U) c 
r-‘(U). 0 
Lemma 3.3. Let ,a;, = {X,, pf, A} and yy = {Y,, qf, A) be two factorizing sigma- 
spectra with subjective limit projections and r :!i,yx +<&yy be a strongly usco 
map. Then the set A* = {SEA: thereisauscomapr,: X,+Y, withq;r=r;p,} 
is cofinal and sigma-complete [14] in A. 
Proof. Let X =<kyx and Y =<& 3,. Consider the following relation L CA2: 
(a, p) E L if p > (Y and there is a usco map ra,P : X, + Y, such that 4,. r = ra,p *pp. 
Claim 1. For each (Y EA there exists an index /3 E A such that ((u, p) EL. 
Proof. Fix a finitely additive countable open base Z’/((Y> = {U,: n EN) of Y,. For 
every n let W(n) = W(q;‘(U,)) be a functionally open subset of X such that 
(1) 
Since yx is a factorizing sigma-spectrum, there is /3 E A and open sets V,, n E N, 
of X0 with pi ‘(V,) = W(n) for each n EN. We can assume p 2 LY. Let us show 
that q,(r(x,)) =qa(r(x2)) for any two points x1,x2 Epp’(b), where b is an 
arbitrary point of Xp. Since %(a) is a finitely additive base and qu(r(x2)) is a 
compact subset of Y,, there is U, E Z(LY) such that qa(r(x2)) C U,. This implies, by 
(l), x2 E W(n). Consequently, by the choice of p, x1 E W(n). It follows from (1) 
that q,(r(x,)) is contained in the closure of U,,. Thus, qa(r(x2)) contains q&(x,)). 
Analogously, qn(r(x2)) cq,(r(x,)). Hence, qJr(x,>> = q,(r(x,ll. Therefore, we 
can define a compact-valued map r,,p : X6 + Y, by r,,,(b) = q,(r(pp l(b)), b E X0. 
Obviously, q, . r = r,,? ‘pp. It remains to prove that r,,p is U.S.C. Let r&b> c U, 
where b ‘Xp and U IS open in Y,. Take ol, E W(a) such that r,,,(b) C U, C cl(U,l 
c U. Then pi’(b) c W(n), i.e., b E V,, and for every z E V, we have r&z) C 
c&U,). Thus, r,,p is U.S.C. So, ((-u, p> EL. 
Claim 2. Zf (a, /3> EL and y 2 p, then (cy, y) EL. 
Proof. Define a usco map ra,y : X,, + Y, by ra,y = r,,p .pp’. 
Claim 3. Let {ai: i EN} CA be a countable chain in A and ((Yi, /3) EL for each i. 
Then ((u, /3) EL, where (Y = sup cyi. 
Proof. The validity of this claim follows from Lemma 3.1. and continuity [14l of the 
spectrum 2r. 
Thus, the relation L has the properties formulated in the above claims. 
Consequently, by [14, Proposition 1.31, the set A* = {(-Y EA: ((u, a) E Ll is cofinal 
and sigma-complete in A. III 
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Lemma 3.4. Let f : X + Y be a functionally open surjection between AE(O)-spaces. 
Suppose that X is C-embedded in the product Y x R” and f = r ( X, where rr : Y x R” 
+ Y is the natural projection. Zf there is a continuum-valued strongly U.S.C. retrac- 
tion r : Y x R” --f X such that f * r = 7, then f is l-soft. 
Proof. First suppose that Y is a Polish space. Since the projection rr is a trivial 
fibration with the fiber R”, each fiber of r is connected and the family (r-‘(y): 
y E Y} is equi-LC” in the sense of Michael [lo]. One can easily verify that the 
existence of a continuum-valued U.S.C. retraction r with f. r = r, implies that all 
fibers of f are connected and the family If-‘(y): y E YI is also equi-LC’. Hence, 
by [3, Proposition 1.121, f is l-soft. 
Now, consider the case R-w(Y) > w. Represent Y as a limit space of a 
factorizing sigma-spectrum 3r = (Y,, q,, p A) consisting of Polish spaces and O-soft 
limit projections q,, (Y EA [3]. Then 9= (Y, x R”, qi X id, A} is also a factoriz- 
ing sigma-spectrum such that Y x R” = lim y and r = lim TV, where 7ra :Y, X R” 
+ Y, denotes the natural projections. Put X, = cl((q,‘%d)(X)) and pf = <qf X 
id) I Xa for each (Y, p EA, (Y G p. Since X is closed and C-embedded in Y X R”, 
yx = {X,, p,P, A} is a factorizing sigma-spectrum with X =<@3x. By [3] and the 
spectral theorem for sigma-spectra [14], without loss of generality we can assume 
that all limit projections p, of ,aX are O-soft (in particular, X, = (q, X id)(X), 
LY =A). [3, Theorem 1.191 implies that all f, = ra I X, and all limit square dia- 
grams (formed by the limit projections p,, q, and the maps f and f,> can be 
supposed to be, respectively, open surjections and pullback squares. By Lemma 
3.3, there exists at least one index (Y EA and a continuum-valued U.S.C. map 
r,:Y,XR”+X, such that p;r=r, . (q, x id). It follows from our construction 
that ra is a continuum-valued U.S.C. retraction and f, . r, = TV. Then, by the 
previous case, f, is l-soft. Finally, since the corresponding limit square diagram is 
a pullback square, we can conclude that f is l-soft. 0 
Let r : RA +X be a U.S.C. retraction. Below we use the following notations: If B 
is a subset of A, GT~ is the natural projection from RA onto RB, X, = rTTB(X) and 
X(B) = 7$(X,). If c c B, n-f denotes the projection from RB onto RC. The 
restrictions rTTB I X and rr: 1 X, are denoted respectively by pB and p[. 
Let r : RA +X be a U.S.C. retraction. A subset B of A is called r-admissible if 
p,(r(x)) = 5-,(x) for every x EX(B). 
Lemma 3.5. Let r : RA -X be a strongly U.S.C. retraction. Then we have: 
(i) A union of r-admissible sets is r-admissible; 
(ii) every countable set C CA is contained in a countable r-admissible set B. 
Proof. (i) Suppose {B(s): s E S} is a family of r-admissible sets and B = UIB(s): 
s E S}. Let x EX(B). Since X(B) cX(B(s)), s E S, we have P&r(x)) = r&x) 
for every s E S. This implies p,(r(x)) = rTTB(x). So, B is r-admissible. 
(ii) First we construct by induction an increasing sequence (B(n): n ENI of 
countable subsets of A such that B(1) = C and Ps(,,(r(n)) = rTTB&) for any 
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x E X(B(n + l)), n E N. Assume we have already constructed B(i) for i G n. Take 
a countable base 58 of Xsc,, and for every U l 9 let W(U) be a functionally open 
subset of RA such that (ps,,,)-‘(U> c W(U) ~r#((~~~,,)-l(cl(U))) (see Remark 
3.2). By a result from 1191, there is a countable set B(U) CA with 
(?W- l&(U) (W(U)>> = W(U). Put B(n + 1) = B(n) u U{B(U): u E9}. If x E 
X(B(n + 1)) then there is y EX such that ~~(n+l)(~)=~B(n+no(). Hence, 
5rBcn)(x) =pB&y) =z. Let z E U*, where U * 6%‘. Then y E W(U *>, and since 
B(U *> c B(n + l), x is contained in W(U *I. The last implies p,(,,(r(x)) c cl(U *). 
Consequently, we prove for every U ~9 the set clXBn)(U) contains p,(,Jr(x)) 
provided U contains z-B(n)(~). Thus, P,(,,(r(x)) = rocn/x) for each x l X(B(n + 
1)). So, the inductive step is finished. Finally, let B = U (B(n): n E N}. Obviously, 
B is countable. It remains to prove B is r-admissible. Suppose x E X(B). Since 
X(B) c n{X(B(n>>: n E IV), x is contained in each X(B(n)). Consequently, 
p,&(x)) = rBcn) (x1 for every IZ. Hence, p,(r(x)) = rTTB(x). Therefore, B is r-ad- 
missible. 0 
Lemma 3.6. Let r : RA -+ X be a strongly usco retraction. Suppose B is an r-admissi- 
ble subset of A. Then: 
(8 PB is a functionally open map; 
(ii) X, is a C-embedded AE(O)-subspace of RB and there is a usco retraction r, 
from RB onto X,; 
(iii) for every r-admissible set C with C c B there is a usco retraction r! : XC x 
RBpc+X, such ~~~~PCB.~CB=~TTCBI(X~XR’-~). 
Proof. (i) Let U be a functionally open subset of X. Take a functionally open 
subset W(U) of RA such that U c W(U) cr#(cl,(U)) n G,(r#(U)>. Since the 
projection rB is functionally open, it suffices to show that p,(U) = r,(W(U)> n X,. 
Suppose rrTTB(x) EX~ n z-~(W(U)), where x E W(U). Then x =X(B) and by the 
r-admissibility of B, we have rTTB(xl =p,(r(x)). By Remark 3.2, W(U) cr-l(U). 
Therefore, r(x) n U # @. This implies x,(x> = P,(r(x>) E P,(U). Thus, r,(W(U>> 
n X, c P,(U). The inverse inclusion is obvious. 
(ii) Let i, : RE --) RA be an embedding with ~a ’ i, = idRB. Then rB : RB -+X,, 
defined by rB = pg . r . i,, is a usco retraction. Hence, by [17, Lemma 7 and 
Theorem 11, X, is a C-embedded AE(O)-subspace of RB. 
(iii) Put r! = rB 1(X, x R B-c), where rB is the usco retraction defined in the 
proof of (ii). 0 
A continuum-valued U.S.C. map F from X to Y is said to be minimal 
continuum-valued if every continuum-valued U.S.C. map F * : X + Y such that 
F *(x1 c F(x) for each x E X, coincides with F. It follows from the Kuratowski- 
Zorn lemma that every continuum-valued U.S.C. map has a minimal continuum-val- 
ued U.S.C. selection. 
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Lemma 3.7. Let X be perfectly k-normal in the sense of icepin 1131. 
(i) If M is G,-dense in X, i.e., G,(M) =X, then every continuum-valued U.S.C. 
map from M to a compact space Y can be extended to a continuum-valued U.S.C. map 
from X to Y. 
(ii) Suppose G,(U) is open for every open set U in X. Then any minimal 
continuum-valued U.S.C. map F: X+ Y has the following property: G,(F#(V>) c 
F#(cl.(V)) for each open V in Y. 
Proof. (i) Let F : A4 - Y be a continuum-valued U.S.C. map. For every x E X 
denote by Z/(x> a local base at x in X. Then the usco map F, defined by 
F,(x) = n{cly(F(U nM)): U E %(x)) is an extension of F (see [17, Lemma 81). 
Suppose there is x0 E X - M such that F,(x,) is not connected. Then F,(x,) = H, 
U H,, where H, and H, are nonempty disjoint closed subsets of Y. Take disjoint 
open neighborhoods V, and V, in Y of H, and H,, respectively. Since F, is u.s.c., 
U = F1#(V, U V,) is an open neighborhood of x0 in X. Let Q = F#(V), i = 1,2. 
Obviously, U, and U, are open disjoint subsets of A4 and U nM = U, u U,. It 
follows from G,(M) =X that x0 E G,(U n M) = G,(U,) u G,(U,). Assume x0 E 
G,(U,). The set W= Int,(cl,(U,)) is functionally open in X because X is 
perfectly k-normal. So, G,(U,) c W. Hence, x0 E W. Then W n U E ?Y(x,) and 
W n U n A4 = U,. Therefore, F,(x,) c cl,(F(W n U n Ml) c clY(V1). This implies 
H, = @. Thus, F,(x) is connected for each x EX. 
(ii) Let F be a minimal continuum-valued U.S.C. map from X to a space Y. Take 
an open set V in Y and a point x* EG~(F#(V))-F#(V). Put M=X- 
(G,(F#(V>> - F#(V)). Clearly, G,(M) =X. By (i>, the map F, : X+pY, F,(x) = 
n{clp,(F(U n M)): U E 2Y(x>} is a continuum-valued U.S.C. extension of F 1 M. It 
is easily seen that F,(x) c F(x) for every x from X. Hence, F, coincides with F. 
Since G,(F#(V>) is open in X, there is an U E 24x *> with U c G,(F#(V>). Then 
F(x *> = F,(x *> is contained in cl,,(F(U n Ml). But U n M = U n F+(V). Thus, 
F(x *> c clay(V) n Y = cl,(V). 0 
Corollary 3.8. Let X be an AE(O)-space. Then any minimal continuum-valued U.S.C. 
map, defined on X, is strongly U.S.C. 
Proof. Let F : X-, Y be a minimal continuum-valued U.S.C. map. X being an 
AE(O)-space is k-metrizable [18]. Thus, X is perfectly k-normal. We show that 
G,(U) is functionally open for every open subset U of X. By 1171, there are a 
closed embedding of X into RA, where A = w(X), and a usco retraction r from 
RA onto X. Since, by [191, the set G,(r#(U>> is functionally open in RA, it suffices 
to prove that G,(r#(U)) n X = G,(U). Obviously, G,(U) is contained in G,(r#(U)> 
nX. Let x E G,(r#(U)) nX and H be a G,-subset of X containing x. Then 
r#(H> is G, in RA and x E r#(H). Thus, r#(U> n r#(H) # @. This implies 
U n H # 0. Hence, G,(r#(U>> n Xc G,(U). So, G,(U) is functionally open. Fi- 
nally, if V is open in Y, put W(V) = G,(F#(V)). It follows from Lemma 3.7 that 
F#(V> c W(V) c F#(cl,(V>) n G,(F#(V)). Therefore F is strongly U.S.C. 0 
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Theorem 3.9. The following conditions are equivalent for any space X: 
(i) X is an AE(l)-space; 
(ii) for any C-embedding of X into R’ there is a continuum-valued U.S.C. 
retraction from R’ onto X; 
(iii) there exists a C-embedding of X into R’ (for r = R-w(X)) and a continuum- 
valued U.S.C. retraction from R’ onto X. 
Proof. (i) + (ii). Let X be a C-embedded subset of R’. Embed R’ into the cube I’ 
as a dense subspace and consider an open monotone surjection f : T + I’, where T 
is an AE(O)-compactum with dim T = 1 [7, Theorem 91. Put K = f-‘(R’) and 
g = f I K. Since f is open, K is dense in T. Consequently, by [l, Corollary 71, 
dim K = 1. Denote K, = g-‘(X) and g, = g I K,. Since X is C-embedded in R’, 
we can conclude that C(g,)(C(X)) c C(K) I K,. Thus, there is a map h : K-X 
suchthat hIK,=g,,.Then r=h.g-‘:R’ - X is a continuum-valued U.S.C. retrac- 
tion because g is a perfect and monotone map. 
(ii) + (iii). This implication is obvious. 
(iii) + (i). First consider the case r = w. Then X is a Polish space. The existence 
of a continuum-valued U.S.C. retraction from R” onto X implies that XE LC” and 
Co. Hence, by [3, Proposition 1.111, X is an AE(l)-space. 
Now consider the case w <T = R-w(X). Let A = {LY: CY < T}. Fix a continuum- 
valued U.S.C. retraction r : RA -X. Without loss of generality we can suppose r is 
a minimal continuum-valued U.S.C. retraction. Since RA is an AE(O)-space, by 
Corollary 3.8, r is strongly U.S.C. By Lemma 3S(ii), for every cr <T choose a 
countable r-admissible set B(a) CA containing (Y. Let A(a) = lJ{B(P): /3 < a}, 
CY < r. Denote X, = XAcu, and p,*’ 1 =pAcaj A(a+l) In this way we obtain a transfinite . 
inverse spectrum Y= {X,, p;+‘, T} of length T. It is easy to see that X = lim 2. 
By Lemma 3.5(i), Y is a continuous spectrum and every set A(a) is r-admissible. 
According to Lemma 3.6, all X, are AE(O)-spaces and all limit projections p, are 
functionally open. Hence, the maps p;+’ are also functionally open. The retrac- 
tion rAcl) . RAcl) +X, from Lemma 3.6(ii) is continuum-valued (see the proof of 
Lemma 3.6(ii)). Thus, by the case T = w, X, is an AE(l)-space. According to [3], it 
remains to prove that p,“” 1s l-soft for every (Y < T. Fix an CY. By Lemma 3.6(iii), 
there is a usco retraction rz+l = r,$,q++‘) : XU X RA(a+‘)-A(u) +Xcl+l with 
p,n+r .,;+I = 7T,A,!,“+r)IXa xKA(a+l)-A(a). 
(2) 
It follows from the proof of Lemma 3.6(iii) that rz+l is continuum-valued. So, 
ra+ ’ can be supposed to be minimal continuum-valued. Then (2) remains true. 
Smce X, and ~A(a+l)-A(a) are AE(O)-spaces, their product is also an AE(0). 
Consequently, by Corollary 3.8, rz+’ 1s strongly U.S.C. Let us note that X,,, is 
C-embedded in X 01 X RAca i 1)-A(a) ( see Lemma 3.6(ii)). Finally, by Lemma 3.4, 
p,“+l is l-soft. 0 
Corollary 3.10. An AE(O)-subspace X of R A is an AE(l)-space if and only if for any 
usco retraction r : RA +X there is a continuum-valued U.S.C. retraction @ : RA *X 
such that r(x) c Q(x) for every x ERR. 
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Proof. Let X E AE(1) and r : RA +X be a usco retraction. Then, by [17, Lemma 
71, X is C-embedded in RA. Hence, according to Theorem 3.9, there exists a 
continuum-valued U.S.C. retraction rl : RA +X. Define a set-valued map F : RA + 
RA by F(x) = cl,A(conv(r(x>>). F( ) . x 1s a compact convex subset of RA for each 
x =RA because r(x) is compact. We show that F is U.S.C. Let x0 eRA and U be 
an open neighborhood of F(x,) in R A. There are a finite set B CA and a convex 
open subset V of RB such that aB(F(x,)) c Vc cl&V) c r&U) and the closure 
of W = r,‘(V) in RA is contained in U. Take a neighborhood 0(x,) of x0 in RA 
with r(x) c WnX for every x E 0(x,). This implies F(x) c cl&W) c U, x E 
0(x,). Thus, F is U.S.C. Now, let Q(x) = r,(F(x)), x E RA. It is easily seen that @ 
is a continuum-valued U.S.C. retraction from RA onto X and r(x) c Q(x) for each 
x ERR. The “only if’ part of the corollary follows directly from Theorem 3.9. 0 
An embedding j of X in Y is said to be a g-embedding if for every open subset 
U of j(X) there exists an open subset e(U) of Y such that the following conditions 
are fulfilled: 
(1) e(g) = fl and e( j(X)) = Y; 
(2) e(U) fI j(X) = U; 
(3) e(U) n e(V) = e(U n V); 
(4) if U fl V= 8 then e(U U V) = e(U) U e(V). 
If there is a continuum-valued U.S.C. retraction r from Y to a space X, then X 
is g-embedded in Y (in this case e(U) = r#(U)). On the other hand, every 
g-embedded subset of a connected space is also connected. Now we give an 
external characterization of locally connected Tech-complete AE(l)-spaces. An- 
other external characterization of compact AE(l)-spaces was given by Shirokov 
[l&161. 
Theorem 3.11. Let X be a locally connected tech-complete space. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) The Hewitt-realcompacttfication VX of X is a Lindeliif Tech-complete AE(l)- 
space; 
(ii) every C-embedding of X in any space is a g-embedding; 
(iii) X is a g-embedded subset of RA, for some A. 
Proof. (i) + (ii). Suppose X is a C-embedded subset of a space Y. Consider an 
embedding j of X in Rccx) such that clRccxl( j(X)) = vX. Let h : Y + Rccx) be a 
continuous extension of j. By Theorem 3.9, there is a continuum-valued U.S.C. 
retraction r from Rccx) onto vX. Then for every open U in X put e(U) = 
h-‘(r#(W(U))), where W(U)= U{W: W is open in VX and Wnj(X)cj(U)). 
Clearly, e(U) are open in Y and the conditions (l)-(3) are satisfied. We show that 
(4) is also true. It suffices to prove that W(U u VI = W(U) U W(V) provided 
U n I/= 0. Let x E W(U U V). Then there is an open set W in VX containing x 
such that W n j(X) c j(U u VI. Assume cl,,( j(U)) n cl,,( j(V)) n W Z @. Clearly, 
cl,,( j(U)) = cl,,(W(U)) and cl,,( j(V)) = cl,,(W(V)). Since VX is perfectly k- 
normal (as an AE(O)-space), each of the sets H, = cl,,( j(U)) and H2 = cl,,( j(V)) 
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is G, in uX. So, the set H = H, n H, n W is also G, in vX. But j(X) is G,-dense 
in vX. Consequently, H nj(X) # 8, which is impossible because U n I/= @. Thus, 
x 4 H, n H,. Let x e H,. Then x E W - H,. Obviously, W - H, is open in VX and 
(W - Hz) n j(X) c j(U), i.e., x E W(U). Therefore, W(U U V) c W(U) U W(V). 
The inverse inclusion is obvious. Hence, W(U U V) = W(U) U W(V). As it was 
noted, this implies that (4) is true. So, X is g-embedded in Y. 
(ii) + (iii). This implication is obvious. 
(iii) + (i). Let X be a g-embedded subset of RA for some A and e be the 
corresponding g-operator from the topology of X to the topology of RA. If A is 
countable, then X is a locally connected and connected Polish space. Thus, X is 
LC” and Co. Hence, by [3], XE AE(1). So, we can assume that A is uncountable. 
By [17, Theorem 41, the G,-closure G,(X) of X in RA is a Lindeliif Cech-com- 
plete AE(O)-space and G,(X) is homeomorphic to vX. Consider the natural dense 
embedding of RA in IA and put Y = clr~(X). Define a usco mapping r from RA 
to Y by r(x) = n{cl,(U): x E e(U)]. Clearly, r(x) = (x) for every x EX. Using 
the g-embeddability of X in RA (precisely, property (4) of the operator e), one 
can easily show that r is continuum-valued. Without loss of generality we can 
suppose r is minimal continuum-valued. Then, by Corollary 3.8, r is strongly U.S.C. 
Claim 1. r(x) = {x} for every x E vX. 
Proof. We have already noted that r(x) = (x} for every x E X. Let x E VX -X and 
U be an open neighborhood of x in Y. Then x E G,(r#(U)). Indeed, if H is a 
G,-subset of RA containing x, then x E H n U, which is G, in uX. Hence, 
H n U n X # 0. But U n H n X c r#(U). So H n r#(U) f Q). Now, by Lemma 3.7(ii), 
x E G,(r#(U)) c r#(cl.(U)). Thus, r(x) c cl,(U). This implies r(x) =x. 
Claim 2. G,(r#(vX)) = r#(vX). 
Proof. Since VX is Lindelof and Tech-complete, there is a countable family (Hi: 
i E N) of compact G,-subsets of Y such that Y - U { H,: i E NJ = vX. For every i 
take a countable finitely additive open cover y(i) of Y - I-r, with cl,(U) c Y - Hi 
for each U E y(i) and put W(i) = U{r#(U): U E y(i)}. The sets U{G,(r#(U)): 
U E -y(i)} are functionally open in R A because any set G,(r#(U)), U E y(i), is 
functionally open [19]. Hence, G,(W(i)) = U{G,(r#(U)): U E y(i)}. Since r#(vX) 
c W(i), i EN, we have G,(r#(vX)) c G,(W(i)), i EN. Let x E G,(r#(vX)). Then 
for every i EN there is U(i) E -y(i) such that x E G,(r#(U(i))). Consequently, by 
Lemma 3.7(ii), r(x) c n(cl,(U(i)): i EN} c n{Y - Hi: i EN} = uX. 
By, Claim 1, r is a continuum-valued U.S.C. retraction from r#(vX) onto uX. 
Since r#(vX) is G, in RA and G,(r#(vX)) = r#(vX), there is a countable set 
B CA such that r#(vX) = T;*(Z), where Z is a G,-subset of RB (see [17, Lemma 
11). According to [17], there exists a countable subset C of A containing B such 
that rc 1 vX is functionally open and a&X) is a Polish space. Then xc(vX> x 
RApC is contained in r#(vX). Thus, r is a continuum-valued retraction from 
r&X) x RA-C onto vX. But rc(vX) = n-,(X) and since X is connected (as a 
g-embedded subset of RA), T,(X) is also connected. It follows from the locally 
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connectedness of X and the openness of rTTc I VX that rJX) is locally connected. 
So, r,(X) is an AE(l)-space. Consequently, r,(X) X RAPC is also an AE(l)-space. 
it follows from Theorem 3.9 that every continuum-valued U.S.C. retract of an 
AE(l)-space is an AE(l)-space. Therefore, VX E AE(1). 0 
A family ?Y of open subsets of a space X is said to be a l-base if for every open 
set U in X there is a subfamily y(U) of 2Y such that the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(1) X E y(X); 
(21 u Y(U) = u; 
(3) y(U,) A y(UJ = IW, n W,: W E y(uJ, i = 1, 21 c Ja.J, n UJ; 
(4) for any WE y(U) and any two points x, y E W there is a connected set 
C(x, y> with x, y E C(x, y> c U. 
The above definition is a simple modification of the definition of an n-regular 
base for n = 1, given by Shirokov [16] (in [161 a k-metrizable compact space is 
shown to be an AE(n) if and only if it has an n-regular base). 
Corollary 3.12. A tech-complete AE(O)-space X is an AE(1) if and only if X has a 
l-base. 
Proof. First we prove that every AE(l)-space X has a l-base. Let r be a 
continuum-valued U.S.C. retraction from RA onto X for some A (see Theorem 3.9) 
and 25’ be a standard open base for R A. We can assume RA EL%‘. Let ZY= (WnX: 
W ES?). For every open subset U of X put y(U) = {W n X: W ~9 and W c r#(U>). 
Obviously, the conditions (l)-(3) in the definition of a l-base are fulfilled. Suppose 
W n X E y(U) and x, y E W nX. Since W is connected and WC r#(U>, the set 
r(W) is also connected and x, y E r(W) c II. Hence, ‘%! is a l-base. 
Suppose X is a Tech-complete AE(O)-space with a l-base 2Y. Let X be 
C-embedded in RA, for some A. Then there is a usco retraction r from RA onto 
X [17]. It follows from the conditions (1) and (4) that X is connected and the 
components of all open subsets of X are open. So, by (41, if WE y(U) then there 
is a unique component supp,(W) of U containing W. Now, for every open subset 
U of X we denote 
yl(U) = (WE Z: there is an open subset V of X such that WE y(V), suppJW) c 
U and for any component C of V either C c U or C n U = @I, 
y2(U) = {WE %: there is an open subset V of U with WE yJV>) 
and 
e(U) = lJ{r#(W): WE y2(U)). 
Let U, I/ be open subsets of X and U c V’. Then y(U) c yl(U> and y2(U) c y&9. 
This implies e(X) = RA, e(U) nX= U and e(U) cc(V), i.e., e is a monotone 
operator. 
Claim 1. e(U,) n e(U,) = e(U, n U,) for any open subsets U, and U, of X. 
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Proof. Let x E eW,) n e(U,). Then x E r#(W, n W,), where U: E y2(U,), i = 1, 2. It 
follows from the definition of y, and y2 that there are open sets I( c lJ and P(i) 
such that u/; E y(P(i)), supp,(,,<~::> c I( and for every component C of P(i) either 
Cc~orCnI/I=Q),i=1,2.LetW=W,nW,,V=V,nI/,andP=P(l)nP(2). 
Then WE y(P) because y(P(1)) A y(P(2)) c r(P). It is easily seen that supp,(W) 
c I/ and any component of P is contained in V or it does not meet V. Hence, 
WE y,(V). Since I/c U, n U,, WE yz(U, n U,>. Thus, x E e(U, n U2). Therefore 
e(U,> n e(U,) c e(U, n U,). The inverse inclusion is also true because e is mono- 
tone. 
Claim 2. e(U, u U,> = e(U,> u e(U,) prouided U, n U, = 0. 
Proof. It suffices to prove e(U, U U2) c e(U,> U e(L$/,>. Let x E e(U, U U,>. Then 
x E r#(W) for some WE y2(U, u Uz>. Thus, there are two open subsets V and P 
of X such that Vc U, U U,, WE y(P), supp,( W> c V and any component of P is 
contained in I/ or it does not meet V. Put l( = I/n Ui, i = 1, 2. Then V = V, U Vz 
and since supp,( WI is connected, we have supp,( W) c V, or supp,( W) c V,. 
Suppose supp,(W) c V,. Obviously, every component C of P is contained in V, or 
C n VI = @. Therefore, WE yJV,). This implies WE y2(U1). So, x E ecu,). 
It follows from Claims 1 and 2 that e is a g-operator. Hence X is g-embedded 
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